The SR – A Personal View by Stew Ross – Part 1
Recent information from Japan seems to indicate that the venerable SR, the bike we all love and revere
and the object of this Club’s existence, is about to be discontinued from Yamaha’s model line- up. This
is sad news for the many devoted fans of the SR in our Club and around the World and brings to an end
close to 40 years of more or less continuous manufacture. Production of the SR stretches back to the 'E'
model of 1978, and is one of the only motorcycles I’m aware of in history that have been produced
basically unaltered for that length of time.
Loss of the SR has caused me to reflect on just what this single cylinder motorcycle means to myself
and others, and why we all feel so strongly about it.

First some SR history
The SR was styled by Japan’s GK Dynamics and Mr Atsushi Ishiyama. GK, which is possibly an arm of
Yamaha, was also responsible for bikes such as the stylish Yamaha 650 XS twins, the V-Max, and the
MT-01, among a number of others. The SR, like the XS1, is a great looking bike, with styling that doesn’t
really age.
SRs are powered by an evolution of the successful dirt-oriented XT/TT 500 engine that had been
available from Yamaha since 1976. The SR comes in 400cc and 500cc versions, as some of the XTs also
did.
Generally, compared to the dirt bike engines, SR engines had a different head with a larger inlet valve
and larger head finning, 12 volt electrics instead of the trailie’s 6 volt system, and capacitor discharge
ignition (CDI) instead of points ignition. Both the 500 and 400 engines were identical, except the 400
had a much shorter piston stroke – 67.2mm compared to the 500’s 84mm. This reduced the cubic
capacity from 499cc to 399cc. The 400 was retained mostly for the Japanese market.
Mr Ishiyama, sadly it seems he has passed on, but his legacy remains.
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Early SR prototype drawings:

SR pre-production mock up, complete with XT engine:

The SR500E came onto the World market in 1978. The basic look of the ’78 SR varied a little across the
World markets, with paint scheme differences and some SRs being fitted with alloy spoked mag wheels
with front and rear discs, while others were sold with wire wheels with front discs and rear drums.
Besides those details, the general look of the SR remained the same – light and narrow with classic
single cylinder styling.

SR sales, Australia and the World
In Australia the SR500 was available through dealers for only four model years. The 1978 'E' and 1979
'F' models were released in black-gold with differing gold stripes, and Asahi aluminium mag wheels
with single front left and rear right disc brakes with single piston brake callipers.
Yamaha Australia had decided to use its own side cover decal for the 'E' model – the well-known '500
Single' logo – a nice looking metal film decal that sometimes stuck right on the side covers, and
sometimes didn’t. Years later I recall seeing these decals in a pile on one Yamaha dealer’s counter for
the taking. I took a set of two… looking back I should have taken a lot more!
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For 1980, the 'G' model came in red-gold, and the rear disc mag wheel had been replaced with one
incorporating a rear drum. In 1981, the 'H' model was basically the same as the 'G' model except for
the black and red paint scheme. Both the 'G' and 'H' models were also fitted with a larger 8” headlight.
Australian sales of the SR were steady, but not record-breaking. Declining sales of the later models
meant that the SR was discontinued in Australia in 1982. Remaining stocks of SR500s sold slowly out of
dealer showrooms around the country for another year or more; some at downright bargain prices, like
the 'H' model a friend bought from Pitman’s back in 1982. Similarly, the SR500 was discontinued in the
UK and the US at around the same time.
In Europe, however, the SR500 had always sold better, and it continued to be imported into that
market for many more years.
Japanese market sales of both the SR400 and 500 continued unabated, with the bikes continuing to
alter over the years in a number of ways. These changes included many different paint schemes, a new
seat, passenger grab rails from 1979, the fitment of an external line to the exhaust rocker similar to the
one aftermarket people had been already producing for a while, rubber fork gaiters, and a good looking
and effective XS1-styled replica front drum with an 18” front rim instead of the previous 19” one. Rearset foot pegs were fitted on most of the models from about 1985 to 1995 (nice to have if you can find
them), new toolboxes with easy external access came along, and constant velocity carbs replaced the
bell crank and slide type from 1986.
Yamaha continued being produced that way until 1999/2000 when sadly, the SR500 was discontinued.
Japan market 1978 SR400E:

Earlier on, some of the Japan home-market bikes also came as 'SP' models and included, among other
detail changes, a different seat style with no plastic duck tail, and the Asahi mag wheels that the rest of
the World had as standard. The SR mags were also sold in Japan as a factory accessory and continue to
be sold for the 400 today, although now with an 18” front wheel.
The SR400 underwent a few more detail changes for 2001 and continued on alone. Yamaha redesigned
the 400’s forks to take the new single-sided twin piston brake calliper (but this time on the right side),
removed the oil drain points at the lower part of the fork legs making fork oil changes more
problematic, fitted a new style front disc, 428 size chain, and the new style hub wire wheels.
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The engine also gained a vibration insulated countershaft cover, the CDI pick-up was shifted to the
bottom rear of the flywheel-magneto enclosure, Yamaha changed the model of constant velocity (CV)
carburettor they used (a couple of times), redesigned the cylinder head to incorporate the air induction
exhaust pollution-reducing system, fitted a smaller battery with a push-on connector, slightly changed
the shape of the fuel tank, increasing the total capacity to just over 14 litres (from the previous 12
litres) and a host of smaller detail stuff, including an electronic immobiliser system to guard against
theft. White-faced instruments also came along to replace the black-faced instruments.
Australian market 1978 SR500E with the '500 Single' decal on the side cover:

Australian market 1979 SR500F:
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Australian market 1980 SR500G with the large 8” headlight:

Australian market 1981 SR500H with the black and red tank colours:
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2000 SR500… the last of the 500s, and a nice one to have now:

Post 2001 Japanese market carburetted SR400
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Fuel Injection comes along
In 2008, the carburetted SR was discontinued, likely as a result of increasingly stringent emissions
requirements in the various markets. The redesigned bike, although basically the same as before, had
to undergo the most extensive cosmetic redesign yet. This was to incorporate such things as the fuel
pump, which had been placed in a canister under a side cover (as it wouldn’t fit in the stylish tank), and
a catalytic converter had to be fitted in the otherwise slim SR megaphone style muffler.
Reportedly, the SR was meant to be ready for the 2009 model year, but it took Yamaha a little while
longer to get the fuel injection system as they desired. A friend in Japan indicated that initially it was
too good and had 'reduced the character of the bike', so more work was needed before it was ready for
sale.
In 2010 however, after almost a years’ absence, the SR400 returned to the home market as a viable
machine. In Australia and Europe, the 400 came in matt grey. In the USA and Japan, other glossy paint
schemes were available.
The 2010 SR400 with fuel injection, shown at the Tokyo Motor Show:

SR general stuff
Several numbered commemorative models have come and gone over time, and the factory produces
aftermarket accessories for the bike to order. These include such things as nicer paint schemes,
different style seats, rear carry racks, and other detail stuff.
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Yellow 60th Anniversary FI SR400. Only 10 were brought in to Australia and they went fast:

The Japanese also created a massive home market for SR modification parts. This market blossomed
soon after the SR came into being and it has continued unabated to this day.
Here in Australia, niche companies such as Deus ex Machina and Vanem have now made these parts
easily available to SR owners here in Australia and to other parts of the World. Long may it continue.
18” Asahi aluminium mag wheels are still available from the factory as an accessory:
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Some final SR thoughts
The last sales figures I had seen for the SR400 and 500 combined was at the 30 year point at the end of
the carburetted model production in 2008. At that time, there had been 120,007 sold worldwide – not
too bad for a niche-market machine. It’d be interesting now to see the total sales figures for the entire
SR model run.
To me, the SRs are truly great bikes. They are easy to ride and handle well in the twisty stuff, simple to
work on for the home mechanic and attractive for the collectors and modifiers among us.
The kick-starting process for the SR is a little involved, which to many, is part of their charm, but to
others, a constant source of frustration and mystery. How many bikes are even made with a kick start
these days? Hats-off to Yamaha for resisting the temptation to fit an electric start to the SR in a world
of electric-start bikes. Even MX bikes have electric starts these days.
I’ll always have SRs in my garage and I imagine that most of you will too. Really, when it’s all said and
done, they’re just way too good to give up.
Stew Ross 

…cont’d…Part 2 – My life with the SR
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